Abstract -Long binary sequences related to cyclic difference sets are investigated. Among all known constructions of cyclic difference sets we show that only sequences constructed from Hadamard difference sets can have an asymptotic nonzero merit factor. Maximal length shift register sequences, Legendre, and twin-prime sequences are all constructed from Hadamard difference sets. We prove that the asymptotic merit factor of any maximal length shift register sequence is three. For twin-prime sequences it is shown that the best asymptotic merit factor is six. This value is obtained by shifting the twin-prime sequence one quarter of its length. It turns out that Legendre sequences and twin-prime sequences have similar behavior. Based on the Jacobi symbol we investigate Jacobi sequences. The best asymptotic merit factor is shown to be six. Through the introduction of product sequences, it is argued that the maximal merit factor among all sequences of length N is at least six when N is large. We also demonstrate that it is fairly easy to construct sequences of moderate composite length with merit factor close to six.
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IEEE Log Number 9041979. (1. 4) Hence the denominator in (1.2) measures-in terms of power-how much the amplitude spectrum of the signal deviates from the constant value N, and a sequence with maximal merit factor F gives a signal with maximally flat spectrum (for fixed N). The problem is then to find sequences with large merit factors. One way to do this is by computer search. For lengths N up to 40 [3] , it is possible to carry out a complete search. Except for N = 11 and N = 13, the maximal merit factor is in the interval from 3.3 to 9.85. For N = 11 one gets 12.1 and for N = 13 the maximum is 14.08 [3] . In both cases these sequences are Barker sequences (binary sequences for which all aperiodic correlations are either 0 or + 1).
For larger values of N, a complete search is not possible. There are many results of partial searches ( [ll, 141, [5] , [6] ). For lengths up to 117, the highest known merit factor is between 8 and 9.56 and for lengths from 118 to 200, the best factor known is close to 6. For N greater than 200 various statistical search methods have been used, [41, [7] , zing?
sequences with a merit factor of no more
Apart from different search methods, which have not led to a deeper theoretical understanding of the behavior of the merit factor, another approach is to look for general principles for construction of sequences of arbitrary length with a reasonably high merit factor [9] . Yet another approach is to carry out a theoretical study of special classes of sequences, and this is the approach adapted here.
The first problem in such an investigation is the lack of a simple analytical technique. Calculation of the merit factor is apparently a complicated process, which appears to be difficult to attack with analytical methods. In [lOI we proposed a general method for treating merit factors, and this method will be the basic tool in the present paper. The method, which only works for sequences with odd length N, is based on the knowledge of the Discrete 0018-9448/91/0500-0617$01.00 01991 IEEE Fourier Transform (DFT) of the sequence, that is, the The method used in [lo] is as follows. Let F be the numbers merit factor of a sequence of odd length N. Then An "offset" sequence is one in which a fraction f of its For Legendre sequences, it is known that elements is chopped off at one end of the sequence and Q(l) = 1, appended at the other, in other words, a cyclic shift of fN places.
In [lo] it was proved that, if F is the merit factor for N + 00 for an offset Legendre sequence corresponding to the fraction f, then l/F=2/3-41f(+8f2, Ifls l/2. (l-8) This gives the highest merit factor F = 6 for 1 f I= l/4.
The formula (1.8) was obtained earlier by Golay [ll] using probability theory and an "external" assumption. This was that, for the asymptotic case, one can consider the correlations ck in (1.1) to be independent random variables, which they certainly are not for fixed N. Nevertheless, Golay was able to obtain the correct asymptotic formula in this case. This property highly facilitates the calculations in (1.9), and it turns out that the case N = 1 (mod4) asymptotically can be treated as if (1.12) were satisfied. In this paper we use (1.9) to determine the asymptotic merit factor of several classes of binary sequences. In Section II we note that sequences for which (1.12) holds arise from cyclic difference sets, a very well-studied subject with a long tradition. Among all known constructions of cyclic difference sets we show that only the Hadamard difference sets have the possibility of producing se-quences with an asymptotic nonzero merit factor. Three classes of sequences constructed from Hadamard difference sets are: maximal length shift register sequences, Legendre sequences, and twin-prime sequences. In Section III we prove that the asymptotic merit factor of any cyclic shifted maximal length shift register sequence is 3. In Section V we show that the asymptotic merit factor of a twin-prime sequence is given by the formula (1.8).
In Section IV we introduce Jacobi sequences defined by use of the Jacobi symbol, known from number theory. Jacobi sequences are closely related to Legendre sequences. This relation is formulated through the notion of the product of two sequences. The product is defined for any two sequences of length Ni and N, with gcd(N,, N2) = 1, and the product sequence has length N = N,*N,. One interesting fact about this construction is a very simple formula for the DFT of the product sequence in terms of the DFT of the two "factors." Also in Section IV we introduce modified Jacobi sequences, which contain twin-prime sequences as a special case. The merit factor of a modified Jacobi sequence is better than the merit factor of the corresponding Jacobi sequence. In Section V we use (1.9) to determine the asymptotic merit factor of the product of two Legendre sequences, which in fact is the same as a Jacobi sequence, and cyclic shifts of such sequences. We also treat modified Jacobi sequences, and the result for both types of sequences is again the formula (1.8).
II. SEQUENCES FROM CYCLICDIFFERENCE

SETS
We recall the definition of a cyclic difference set [131: A set D = (iI, i,, * * * , ik} of k residues mod u is called a (v, k, M-difference set, if the equation x -y = j (mod U) has exactly h solutions (x, y) E D X D for each jE{l,2;**, u -1). If D is a difference set, we construct a binary sequence x,, n = 0,l; . *,u -1, by
(2.1)
The periodic correlations, ej = CY,~X,X~+~, where the indexes are calculated modulo U, are given by [13] if j=O if jE{l;*.,v-l}. (2.2a)
Thus the periodic correlations take on only two values. This in fact characterize the sequences coming from cyclic difference set. [13] . Moreover, since condition (2.2a) is equivalent to the statement that ]Q(ej)l is independent of j=1,2;**,N-1.
In the following we use the notation xN for a sequence x0, x1,'. ',xN-l* In order to decide which difference sets one shall investigate with respect to the merit factor, we need the following theorem. From the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, it follows that 1~11cj~dRq~11c.?)"2 and hence from (2.3)
which gives the desired conclusion. Many classes of difference sets are known [13l. By examining these sets, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that only the Hadamard difference sets that have parameters (v, k, A) = (4t -1,2t -1, t -1) can give sequences with an asymptotic merit factor different from zero. The Hadamard difference sets can be classified according to the value of v = 4t -1 from [13] .
Case a) u = 2" -1: Then there exist the Singer difference sets and the Gordon-Mills-Welch difference sets.
Case b) v is a prime: Then the quadratic residues modulo u give a difference set and, if v = 4x2 +27, there exists another class called Hall-sets.
Case c) v = p(p + 2) where both p and p + 2 are primes: Then there exist the twin-prime difference sets.
We consider three classes of sequences coming from these difference sets, one class from each case. The sequences arising from Singer difference sets are the maximal length shift register sequences (ML-sequences) and the sequences from the quadratic residues are the Legendre sequences. The sequences from c) are defined by j=O,p+2,2(p+2);**, (P-,l)(p+2), j=p,2p;*.,(p+l)p, (2. 4) where ( -) denotes the Legendre symbol.
The following theorems summarize the results. Sarwate showed in [12] that among all the 2" -1 cyclic shifted versions of a ML-sequence there exists at least one sequence with a merit factor of 3 or more. In order to actually find such a sequence, one has to make a computer search, [12] . However, since a cyclic shifted MLsequence again is a ML-sequence, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that the merit factor of all these sequences is 3.
The merit factor of Legendre sequences was determined in [lo] . For completeness we state the result in the next theorem. For both Legendre-and twin-prime sequences the best possible merit factor is 6, and this value is obtained by shifting the sequence one quarter of its length. In Sections IV and V we explain why Legendre sequences and twin-prime sequences have the same asymptotic merit factor.
The asymptotic merit factor for Hall sequences and Gordon-Mills-Welch sequences are currently unknown. The GMW-sequences have the ML-sequences as a special case, and these are treated next. 0'
Let (1! be a primitive element of the finite field GF(2") and /3 a fixed element of GF(2"). A maximal length shift register sequence-a ML-sequence-can be defined as
where tr(x) denotes the trace-function from GF(2? to GF(2). For the basic facts of these sequences see [14] . It is known [13] , [14] , that these sequences arise from a difference set with parameters (2" -1,2"-' -1,2"-* -1) and hence it follows 'from (2.2a) and (2.2b) that Q(l) = 1, lQ(~~)l'=2"=N+l, j=1,2;**,N-1.
2)
The property (3.2) is not sufficient to determine the merit factor using (1.9). However, by invoking the shift-and add-property of these sequences, it is possible to carry through the calculations.
The shift-and add-property states [14, Theorem 10.61 that there exists a permutation r of (1,2, * * a, N -1) such that x,x,+, = Xm+Tr(,p forall mE{O,l;*., N-l} and s#O. (3.3)
Moreover, using (3.1), it is seen that this permutation satisfies avT(s) = (ys + 1) forsE{l;**,N-1). P-4) We will now calculate the asymptotic merit factor of a ML-sequence using (1.9).
It is easily seen from (3.2) that N-l s= C IQ(~~)~~=N~+o(N~).
P-5) j=O
The sums A, B, C, and D from (1.101 are now treated in a series of lemmas.
The lemmas below follow from (3.5). We split the C-sum in the two parts, C, and C,, in which it is written in (1.10). Arguing as in the proof of lemma 3.2, it is easy to see. To finish the estimations we prove the following lemma. g(d) = asN-y as + l)* (3.8) by the same kind of rewriting as in Lemma 3.2.
Here the summation over k # I yields C, and k = 1 yields D,. We first calculate Q(E,@(E,+~), and get where we have used (3.4). We now invoke 115, Theorem 5.411, using the fact that $k has order m = N/gcd(N, k) so m is odd and g(x) is not an mth power of a polynomial. Moreover, since g(x) has only two roots, we get from the theorem that We can now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.7: The asymptotic merit factor of any MLsequence is 3.
The theorem follows from (1.9), (3.5), and Lemmas 3.1-3.4, and 3.6. We note that the result is independent of cyclic shifts, since a cyclic shift of a ML-sequence is a ML-sequence.
IV. THE PRODU(JT. CONSTRUCTION AND JACOBI SEQUENCES
We first recall the product construction [161. where the first row is xOy, the second row is x,y and the third row is x2y. The product sequence t = x&y is 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1, which one obtains from the above matrix by reading off along the extended diagonal starting at the upper left corner.
The basic properties of the product construction are formulated in the next theorem, where capital letters denote the discrete Fourier transforms. Note that etNZ, resp. l sN1, is a power of a complex root of unity of order N,, resp. N,, so by (4.3) the DFT of the product can be computed from the DFT of the factors.
Jacobi symbols are known from number theory. These symbols are usually denoted in the same way as Legendre symbols. If N = pq, where p and q are different primes, the Jacobi symbol (j/N) is defined by (t)=(;)(f), (4.4) where the terms on the right-hand side are the Legendre symbols defined in (1.6) and (1.7). We recall that if p is a prime and gcd(j,p) > 1, then (j/p) = 1. With this notation, a Jacobi sequence t = zs, zl,. * *, zN-i of length N = pq is defined by 1=0,1;*-,N-1. where ji= j(modp), j,= j(modq), j=l;**,N-1, and where ti, t2 E {k 1, f il. To see this, consider for example the case where p z 1 (mod4) and q = 3 (mod4). From (1.11) and (4.3) we have, for (j, N) = 1, z( Ej) = (l + xtqj,fi)(l + iYspjz\l;;) =(I+ xtqxj,Ji;)(l+iY,Yj*\l;;)~ which gives (4.6) for (I = xtq and t2 = iySP.
In Fig. 1 the merit factors of some Jacobi sequences of length p(p +4) = N are plotted as a function of log, N. The merit factor was calculated for each cyclic shift of a Jacobi sequence and only the largest merit factor is plotted in the figure. For example, the best merit factor is 3.30 for a length 77 sequence shifted 61 places. For a length 13 x 17 = 221 Jacobi sequence shifted 66 places, the merit factor is 1.66. Also, as indicated in the figure, the merit factor seems to increase (although slowly) with increasing length. This behavior of shifted Jacobi sequences is quite different from the behavior of shifted Legendre sequences of comparable length where the highest merit factor is close to 6. In order to get better sequences, one can note that in the case q = p + 2 the Jacobi sequence (4.5) is not identical with the twin-prime sequence (2.4), and therefore does not satisfy the condition (1.12). We have therefore considered modifications of Jacobi sequences.
A modified Jacobi sequence t= z~,z~,*~~,z~-~ of length N = pq, where p and q are different primes, is defined as
gcd( j, N) = 1.
This construction is similar to the method used in 1171 for construction of arrays. For q = p + 2, the definition (4.7) is the same as (2.4). In Fig. 1 the merit factors of some modified Jacobi sequences of length N = p(p + 4) are plotted in the same way as for Jacobi sequences. For example the merit factor is 5.09 for a length 77 sequence shifted 17 places. For a length 13 X 17 = 221 modified Jacobi sequence shifted 58 places, the merit factor is 5.72. (The corresponding numbers for Jacobi sequences are 3.30 and 1.66, respectively). The figure also indicates that the merit factor of modified Jacobi sequences of length p(p +4) increases smoothly and rapidly to the value six. (This can also be observed for other values of q as well). However, when q -p = 0 (mod41 it appears that the merit factor of modified Jacobi sequences increases more rapidly than for sequences where q -p = 2 (mod4), e.g., compare the curve for twin-prime sequences in Fig. 1 with the curve for modified Jacobi sequences. We have not yet been able to give a reasonable explanation of this phenomenon.
In the next section we determine the asymptotic behavior of the merit factor for Jacobi sequences and modified Jacobi sequences. Two such sequences are only different on a small fraction of the positions, but nevertheless, this fraction is too large to conclude that the two classes have the same asymptotic behavior (and for moderate lengths we have seen a significant difference). It is therefore necessary to determine the DFT of a modified Jacobi sequence.
If z = x@ y is a Jacobi sequence of length N = pq, and u is the modified Jacobi sequence (4.7), we have u = z + u, where / l-f. where the terms on the right-hand side are given by (4.6) and (4.9).
In the next section we shall further need a bound on the cyclic correlations 13~ of Jacobi and modified Jacobi sequences. For Jacobi sequences it immediately follows from Theorem 4.2, that lejl I P + 4, j=l;*.,N-1. Based on the formulas (4.6), (4.9), and (4.10), we shall in this section (under some conditions on p and q) determine the asymptotic merit factor of the sequences constructed in Section IV. One way to do this is to treat the sums A, B, C, D from (1.10) for each type of sequence as we did in Section III. However, we will use a slightly different procedure that explains the result better.
If the sequence in question is z= z,,, zi; . *,zN-i, it follows from (4.6), (4.9), and (4.10) that there is an 5 E { + 1, f i} such that Q( ej) = 1+ tzjfi + aj, j21, The bounds on the correction terms are chosen such that they are satisfied for both Jacobi sequences and modified Jacobi sequences. Hence we treat both types of sequences simultaneously.
We will also treat shifted versions of the sequences, and by (1.9) the. merit factor of the sequence z shifted t positions is l/F=& [ ii~1'~Q.(~j)14+~Q~(-~j,"j-l, (5.4) j=O where Q,(ej)= E,:'Q(E~) is the DFT of the shifted sequence.The numbers Q2,( -ej> can be calculated from Qt(ej), j = 0, 1, * * *, N -1, as in (1.10). Now, let us assume that the correction terms aj are so small that they can be disregarded in the calculation of (5.4) . This means that instead of Q(ej) we can consider
This, however, is exactly the same expression as the DFT of a Legendre sequence. The calculations in [lo] are only based on the formula (5.5), the interpolation formula &kL (5.6) and the fact that the cyclic correlations of the sequence are small compared to N. For the sequences z considered here, we have the estimations (4.11) and (4.12). Therefore, if we assume that (p + q)/N + 0 for N + ~0, then it follows from the calculations in [lo] that the expression l/P = ~~~(~~~(ej)14+~~~(-ej)~4)-1
gives the asymptotic formula (1.8). Here Qt(ej) = Ejfg(Ej) and similarly for Q,< -ej>. We now find simple conditions on p and q under which (5.4) and (5.7) are asymptotically equal. To this end, it is sufficient to consider the unshifted sequence. One consequence of the condition (5.11) is that both p and q shall increase; moreover, if q is the smallest, then P E[q,q 3/2-*] for a fixed S > 0. The estimations used to derive (5.11) are crude, and clearly the condition can be weakened somewhat. It should also be remarked that if instead of the procedure used here one directly examines the sums in (l.lO), one gets, still by crude estimations, a weaker condition than (5.11). For instance instead of PE[q,q 3'2-6], it suffices with p E[q, qze8]. However, such improvements are not of importance.
The way Theorem 5.1 was proved also shows that, if one considers the product of finitely many Legendre sequences, then (under certain conditions) the formula (5.12) is again obtained. The reason is that the DFT of this sequence is obtained from Theorem 4.2, and therefore one gets an expression of the form (5.1) where the correction terms aj can be disregarded under conditions similar to (5.11 ). This means that, for any sufficiently large N, we can construct a sequence of length N with merit factor close to 6.
VI. CONCLUSIONANDREMARKS In this paper we have investigated the merit factor of long binary sequences constructed from cyclic Hadamard difference sets. We have shown that the asmptotic merit factor of any maximal length shift register sequence is 3 and that the asymptotic merit factor of a twin-prime sequence is 6 for the optimal shift. Legendre sequences are known [lo] to also have merit factor 6 for the optimal shift. It is currently an open problem to find the asymptotic merit factor for sequences constructed from GMW and Hall difference sets. The asymptotic merit factor of a Jacobi sequence, modified or not, was shown to be 6 for the optimal shift. Thus we have demonstrated large classes of long binary sequences with merit factor 6, which is the highest value presently known. Using the product construction and Legendre sequences, we have argued that the largest possible merit factor is at least 6 for N sufficiently large. Finally, by introducing modified Jacobi sequences, we have demonstrated that it is fairly easy to construct sequences with merit factor close to 6 for moderate composite lengths.
